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$407.99 Upgrade air intake system for your 2011-2014 FORD 6.7L Powerstroke with AEM 21-9124DS Brute Force HD Intake System. AEM intake systems are designed to generate huge horsepower and torque growth, as well as better engine sound when used as a replacement for factory air boxes and air filter. AEM
intake systems are designed, tuned and tested to suit your truck. These kits usually include too large AEM DryFlow synthetic washable air filter for excellent airflow, filtering and performance, while allowing easy oil-free cleansing. Most AEM intake systems use mandrel-bent aluminum intake pipes, powder coated heat
shields, and high-quality hardware designed to reduce the limit and reduce intake temperature. Features: Increased HorsepowerWashable and Reusable Oil-Free Filter for MediaTuned and Dyno-Tested to improve acceleration and engine sound AFE 50-73005-1 Pro 10R Momentum HD Intake System 17076 15.00 AFE
50-73005-1 Pro 10R Pulse HD Intake System $440 AFE 50-73005-1 Pro 10R Momentum HD Intake System is designed for your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke using the most up-to-date engineering tools and techniques To provide you with the perfect blend of power and protection. This intake system is a bonus in
all ways. From a one-piece sealed housing with a built-in vision window to a massive 1000km air filter on top quality hardware. We spared no expense to give you the best dose on the market. Unique one-piece housing: A smooth one-piece sealed body with an additional air case is used to prevent multi-part housings
and provide the most stylish air intake charge. The urethane stopper is also included for cold weather applications where you want to block an additional air scoop. A large, clear window of vision is used for carefree filter testing. Huge 10-Layer Performance Air Momentum HD is designed around a massive 1000cfm
performance 360 degree radial flow air filter with a 10-layer advanced cotton media producing 99.47% cumulative efficiency. Unique air filter on the hull interface (pending patent) patent) the maximum filter size, which increases the available volume of air while simplifying the installation process. The air filter is packed in
reinforced metal, providing maximum durability to prevent the filter from collapsing. Filter dimensions: Flange 7 x 4-3/4, Base/ Top 9 x 7 with cropped top, Height 9, Pleat depth 20mm, Number of folds 70. Premium Hardware: Premium stainless steel T-bolt clamps and 2-p.m. reinforced silicone hump connector at turbo
are used for durability and durability while providing the safest available installation. Momentum HD intakes are designed with fewer parts for fast and easy installation. Proven Results: After a rigorous design and testing phase, the results are. The Momentum HD intake system drained the factory dose by 30% and
generated 18 extra horsepower and 60lbs. Features: Unique One-Piece Housing 10-Layer Performance Air Filter Premium Hardware Power, Protection and Simplicity AFE 51-11872-1 Pro Dry-S Stage 2 Magnum Force Intake System 5896 16.00 AFE 51-11872-2 1 Pro Dry -S Stage 2 Magnum Force Intake System $370
AFE Stage 2 Pro Dry S Air Intake System 51-11872-1 your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke overflowed factory dose by 67%. This air intake system is sealed in a durable powder-coated heat shield of size 16 and contains a washable/reusable conical air filter with oil-free Pro Dry S medium that improves airflow by
increasing horsepower and torque. Built with thermal insulation molded plastic tube that replaces the stock intake tract and directs increased airflow with improved volume efficiency for maximum performance. The one-piece heat shield requires little or no assembly and uses factory mounting points for easy, non-cutting or
drilling installation. The filter is designed with 100% polyurethane for a long life and several cleaning cycles. Features: Improved fuel economycaused horsepower and oil-free torque 2-Layer Synthetic Media99.4% efficiency Excellent protectionUp Up to 50% increase airflow to improve performance AFE 51-73005-1 Pro
Dry S Momentum HD Intake System 20518 15 .00 AFE 51-73005-1 Pro Dry S Momentum HD Intake System $430 AFE 51-73005-1 Pro Dry S Momentum HD Intake System for your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke is designed, using the most model engineering tools and techniques, to provide you with a perfect
energy and protection in the sense. This intake system is superior in all ways. From a one-piece sealed hull to a massive PRO DRY S air filter and high-end hardware, we spared no expense to give you the best dose on the market. Unique one-piece housing: A smooth one-piece sealed body with an additional air case is
used to prevent multi-part housings and provide the most stylish air intake charge. The urethane stopper is also included for cold weather applications where you want to block an additional air scoop. Large, stainless the plate is used for aggressive style. Huge PRO Dry S Performance Performance Filter: Momentum HD
is designed around a massive PRO Dry S performance 360 degree radial flow air filter with 3 layers of advanced synthetic media providing 99.2% cumulative efficiency. The unique air filter on the hull interface (patent pending) provides a maximum filter size that increases the available air volume while simplifying the
installation process. The air filter is packed in reinforced metal, providing maximum durability to prevent the filter from collapsing. Premium Hardware: Premium stainless steel T-bolt clamps and 2-p.m. reinforced silicone hump connector at turbo are used for durability and durability while providing the safest available
installation. Momentum HD intakes are designed with fewer parts for fast and easy installation. Proven Results: After a rigorous design and testing phase, the results are. The Momentum HD intake system drained the factory dose by 30% and generated 19 extra horsepower and 60lbs x ft. Power, protection and simplicity.
Features: Unique One-Piece Housing 3-Layer Performance Air Filter Premium Hardware Power, protection and simplicity AFE 53-10003D Quantum PRO DRY S Cold Air Intake System 42779 12.00 AFE 53-10003 D Quantum PRO DRY S Cold Air Intake System $350 Upgrade Air Intake System for your 2011-2016 Ford
6.7L Powerstroke, replacing your factory intake system with quantum cold air intake system w/ Pro DRY S filter media. The Quantum Air system is painstakingly engineered and includes a molded base and an elite Pro DRY S filter creates the most elitefiltration possible for your engine and works in collaboration with dyno
tuned CAD designed intake tube that achieves the best airflow possible. Quantum system includes a uniquely engineered Filter-to-Housing design that improves durability and functionality. The intake system uses factory mounting points and includes a silicone heating and a silicone heating-and-water coupling that
absorbs extreme engine movement and does not require cutting or modification. All clamps, connections and hardware are included for efficient installation, which saves time and energy. Quantum provides dyno proven performance that creates a cold air intake system that is designed to dominate the market.
Painstakingly engineered and dyno proven, quantum intake system adds up to 17% airflow, 12 horsepower and 34 lbs. Quantum Cold Air Intake System (Patent Pending) with AFE POWER is the most objective air flow technologyFeatures: hassle-Free InstallationIntegrated Filter-to-Housing Design 3-Angle Velo Angle
Stackcity For Smooth and Even Airflow AFE 53-10003 QuantumR PRO 5R Cold Air Intake System 42780 12.00 AFE 53-10003R Quantum PRO 5R cold air intake system $360 Replace the underachieving plant air intake system for your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7 Powerstroke Quantum with cold air intake system w/Pro 5R
Filter Media. Quantum Air System is painstakingly engineered and involves molded and the elite Pro DRY S filter creates the most elitefiltration possible for your engine and works in collaboration with dyno tuned CAD designed intake tube that achieves the best airflow possible. Painstakingly engineered and dyno proven,
quantum intake system generates up to 26% flow gain of 16 horsepower and 45 lbs. Quantum Cold Air Intake System (Patent Pending) by AFE POWER is a leading airflow technologytvanto system Quantum system includes a uniquely engineered Filter-to-Housing design that improves durability and functionality. The
intake system uses factory mounting points and includes a silicone heating and a silicone heating-and-water coupling that absorbs extreme engine movement and does not require cutting or modification. All clamps, connections and hardware are included for efficient installation, which saves time and energy. Quantum



provides dyno proven performance that creates a cold air intake system that is designed to dominate the market. Features: hassle-Free InstallationIntegrated Filter-to-Housing Design 3-Angle Velocity Stack For Smooth and Even Airflow AFE 54-11872-11872-Features: Problem-Free InstallationIntegrated Filter-to-
Housing Design 3-Angle Velocity Stack For Smooth and Even Airflow AFE 54-11872-11872-50000-11872-11872-11872-1187 22-11872-11872-11872-11872-11872-11872-11872-1471111-114-114.112 .170-1 Pro 5R Stage 2 Magnum Force Intake System $370 AFE 54-11872-1 Pro 5R Stage 2 Magnum Force Intake
System for your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Force Effective Force Is Expected to increase power and performance! This phase 2 cold air intake has been tested to drain the plant's dose by 67%! With a washable and reusable air filter, this kit includes AFE Pro5R inoe weeds that improve airflow to increase horsepower, which
ensures long service life and several cleaning cycles! Large 5-Layer Performance Air Filter: This intake system uses a pre-oiled, large 8 high round 360 degree radial flow performance air filter with a 5-layer progressive fineener mesh cotton media that provides maximum airflow and performance. One-piece heat shield: A
durable 18-meter powder-coated one-piece heat shield blocks the performance of robbing the engine of heat. This heat shield is not fitting and uses factory mounting sites for quick and easy installation. Roto-molded Tube: This system uses a CAD designed, dyno-tuned, roto-molded intake tube to achieve maximum
power gain while maintaining the perfect fit. Mounting tabs are molded for easy installation. 3 angle adapter: 3 angle adapter is used to accelerate airflow by air filter to improve performance and throttle response. Features: Increases horsepower and torque Maximizes airflow for better acceleration and responsiveness
Improved performance ensures greater fuel economy No need for cutting or drilling the engine Substitutes OE air filter with high flow high performance 360 degree radial flow air filter Washable/reussable air filter with deepest pleats in the industry maximum airflow AIRAID MXP Series Intake System 400-278 8927 12.00
Airaid MXP Series Intake System $400-278 Airais intake system 2011-2015 6.7L features MXP Series one-piece rotary molded air box and modular intake tube, which is designed for unlimited airflow to the engine. Breathing is done using a huge 1600 CFM washable and reusable SynthaFlow Premium Air Filter. All
AIRAID filters are poured manually using a special urethane mixture that prevents cracking and shrinkage in the most extreme conditions. Dyno testing has shown an increase of +11 horsepower and 73 lb/ft. torque for these hard-working trucks. Features: Turbo Heat ShieldMade In USACARB EO #D-609-17HUGE 6
Intake TubeStainless-Steel ClampsOne Piece HDPE Air Box 11 HP and 73 Ft-Lbs GainsNo hassle Lifetime Warranty Airaid MXP SynthaMax Dry Filter Admission System 401-278 1892 The 8 12.00 Airaid MXP SynthaMax Dry Filter Intake System 401-278 $386.79 AIRISDs new intake system 6.7L features an MXP
Series one-piece rotary molded air box and modular intake tube that provides unlimited airflow to the engine. Breathing is done using a huge 1600 CFM washable and reusable SynthaMax® do not lubricate the Premium Air Filter. All AIRAID filters are poured manually using a special urethane mixture that prevents
cracking and shrinkage in the most extreme conditions. Dyno testing has shown an increase of +11 horsepower and 73 lb/ft. torque for these hard-working trucks. Features: Turbo Heat ShieldMade In USACARB EO #D-609-17HUGE 6 Intake TubeStainless-Steel ClampsOne Piece HDPE Air Box 11 HP and 73 Ft-Lbs
GainsNo hassle Lifetime Warranty Banks Power 42215 Ram-Air Intake System 6097 24.00 Bank Power 42215 Ram-Air Intake System $409 Bank Power 42215 Ram-Air Intake System Feeds Your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke Engine Cooler, Denser, electricity economy. Its performance is widely tested and
validated: on the computer, using computational fluid dynamics software on the flowbench and later in the vehicle. Let others build and ship: Bank Ram-Airs performance is proven over and over again! Designed to keep out hot, power-robbing engine air Inhaled cooler out of air for more power and MPG Aerodynamic
filter: greater airflow with lower pressure drop Giant filter body optimizes airflow Easy filter access to monitoring and cleaning Reduces exhaust temperature Helps engine run cooler and cleaner Match engine movement - Prevents component damage - Extends service life 5 year Warranty (Filter: Lifetime Warranty) Bank
Power 422 15-D Ram-A Air intake system with dry filter 23760 13.00 Bank Power 42215-D Ram-Air Intake System with Dry Filter $409 Bank Power 42215-D Ram-Air Intake System with Dry Filter Nourishes Your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7LsTroke Engine Cooler, denser, electricity economy. Its performance is widely tested
and validated: on the computer, using the computing fluid dynamics on the flowbench and later, in the vehicle. Let others build and ship: Bank Ram-Airs performance performance proven over and over again! Designed to keep out hot, power robbing engine air Inhaled cooler outside air more power and MPG
Aerodynamic filter: greater air flow with lower pressure drop Giant filter housing optimizes airflow Easy filter access to monitoring and cleaning Reduces exhaust temperature Helps engine run cooler and cleaner Match engine movement - Prevents component damage - Extends service life 5 year Warranty Dry Synthetic
Filter Media Edge Products 18215 Jammer Cold Air Intake 28104 10.00 Edge Products 18215 Jammer Cold Air Intake $395.06 Edge Products 18215 Jammer Cold Air Intake Increases Horsepower and Fuel Economy for your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke. Jammer cold air intake is a revolutionary design that
improves airflow by blocking hot air and using a cooler, denser air for optimal efficiency. Edge performance adjustment, combined with the Jammer CAI, offers the best-in-class results for maximum performance, and improved continuous power. Designed and designed to ensure maximum reliability, durability and
performance, this intake system is equipped with a pre-oiled washable and reusable air filter and provides a 5-year limited warranty. The image of the product is intended to be displayed. Admission may vary depending on the brand, model and year. Features: CARB EO #D-541-15 Increased Horsepower Increased Fuel
Economy Lifetime Re-dressed Air Filter Compatible with Edge Tuning Products Edge Products 18215-D Jammer Cold Air Intake with Dry Filter 43146 10.00 Edge Products 1 18215-D Jammer cold air intake with dry filter $395.06 Upgrade air system for your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L with Edge Products 18215-D Jammer cold
air intake with dry filter. By blocking hot air and taking cold air, jammer cold air intake ensures that the densest air is used for your engine combustion and produces greater performance. The air intake system has an elegant, unresiable design that reduces the limit and is larger than the normal air filter to make sure that
the air that reaches your engine is clean. With the skillfully engineered design of cold air intake, you provide your Powerstroke with greater, horsepower, fuel economy, and torque. Features: Increased Performance Higher, then typically air filterInnovative, unrestrictive Design GDP tuning GDP226003 4 Open Air Intake
System with Oil Filter 60166 8.00 GDP tuning GDP226003 4 Open Air Intake System with Oil Filter $289.99 Built Performance, GDP Tuning 226003 4 Open Air Intake System with Oil Filter from XDP is a great addition to your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke. Made of quality materials, the open air intake system helps
to improve horsepower and torque. The in-house filter prevents polluting and debris-damaging from getting into your engine and ensures that clean air is always supplied to your diesel fuel. To prevent restrictive angles, the free flow design of the open-air intake system with oilina filter contributes to increased airflow.
Features: Oil Oil Design Improved horsepower and torque GDP Tuning GDP226003D 4 open-air intake system with dry filter 60184 8.00 GDP tuning GDP226003D 4 open-air intake system with dry filter $2 2011.99 Stock air inlet 2011-2016. Replace the Ford 6.7L Powerstroke with GDP Tuning 226003D 4 open-air
intake system with a dry filter from XDP. Designed to increase airflow, the open air intake system eliminates sharp angles that can stop airflow when reaching your engine. With free flow design, more air can reach the engine, resulting in increased horsepower and torque. The dry air filter on the open air intake system
with a dry filter prevents the entry of pollutants and debris into the air intake system and causes damage. Features: Premium Dry FilterFree-Flow Design Improved Horsepower and Torque Injen EVO9006 Evolution Cold Air Intake System 100907 13.00 Injen EVO9006 Evolution Cold Air Intake System $299.95 Injen
EVO9006 Evolution Cold Air Intake System will deliver your 2011-2016. The proven torque growth and aggressive engine sound acceleration of the Ford 6.7L Powerstroke dyno. This cold air intake system was developed using 3D software to provide simple installation while keeping a clean under-the-hooded look. A
smooth Rotomolded intake tube and filter housing significantly improves the air flow going into the engine. The washable SuperNano-Web dry filter environment features a SHUR-LOCK mounting system for airtigtical seals and additional deep filter folds for unparalleled filtration. With premium silicone connectors held
with stainless steel clamps with rubber shells, this American-made intake system offers excellent bang-for-buck performance. Features: Made IN USANo Custom Tuning RequiredDyno Proven Gains 19 HP and 52 TQLimited Lifetime Warranty Injen Power-Flow Air Intake System PF9052 10132 16.00 Injen Power-Flow
Air Intake System PF9052 $345.6 Engineered Weapon Of Choice with Touch Class! Injen Technology continues to remain on the cutting edge with the invention of the first functional composite air box and air plenum. The combination of power on demand generated by this explosive will satisfy anyones' thirst for speed
and power with up to an additional 13hp and 32ft-lbs of torque. Key Features Variable Induction Technology (Vi Technology) Reusable Dry Amsoil Media Ea (Absolute Efficiency) Nanofiber Air Filter Polished or Wrinkled Black 356 cast Aluminum Inlet Tube Glass presented nylon and polypropylene composite Power-Box
Cosmetic Aluminum Leather Plate with Injen ie engraved Logo Key Benefits Vi Technology regulates airflow POWER ON DEMAND Nanofiber technology filters more harmful pollutants then regular air filters Amsoil Ea filters are cleaned with standard Shop-Vac First line of defense stainless steel pre-filter will divert
greater debris Glass presented nylon/polypropylene composite, will endure an extreme Power-Box for pressing unwanted sound while controlling airflow plenum reduces turbo turbo faster throttle respons Injen /AMSOIL Ea Air Filters is a great breakthrough in filtering technology. The revolutionary nanofiber technology
used by Injen/AMSOIL Ea Filters captures more dirt, holds more dirt and provides better airflow than conventional air filters. Injen/AMSOIL Ea Filters improve engine performance and help engines last longer. Absolute Efficiency Injen/AMSOIL Ea Air Filters are the most effective filters available in the Diesel truck market.
Ea Air Filters synthetic nanofi fiber media removes 5 times more dust than traditional pulp filter carriers alone and 50 times more dust than wet gauze filter mediums. Injen/AMSOIL Ea Air Filters has a service life of 100,000 miles or four years, depending on what happens first. Better air flow Injen/AMSOIL Ea Air filters
provide a higher airflow than filters that only use cellulose carriers. Cellulose fibres are larger than nanofibers and have greater gaps between fibres, causing pollutants to load at the depth of the material and add an air flow path that creates more restriction and less power. Synthetic nanofiers have submicroron diameters
and small intermediate fibre areas in the EaA filter media, resulting in more contaminants being captured on the media surface and lower limits. More Power Injen/AMSOIL Ea Air Filters keep up to two times more pollutants than cellulose air filters. Because the nanofiber environment is so small, there are more pores per
square inch, which provides greater dirt-holding capacity and a lower pressure drop compared to the cellulose filter environment alone. Thinner media fibers produce a more homogeneous pore size distribution, improving the overall quality of filters and the ability to capture and retain particles. Testing shows that Ea Air
filters contain 15 times more contaminants than wet gauze-type filters. Clean - longer service life When cleaned according to Injen/AMSOIL specifications and used under normal operating conditions, Injen/AMSOIL Ea Air filters are guaranteed for 100,000 miles or four years, whichever comes first. EaA filters remain in
effect for 25,000 miles or one year before needing cleaning. This coincides with the Injen/AMSOIL 25,000-mile/one-year engine oil drainage interval, adding even more convenience to drivers by consolidating daily maintenance. (See cleaning instructions below.) Cleaning EaA filters should be cleaned annually or 25,000
miles, depending on what happens first. Carefully remove the filter from the housing. Clean the housing with a store towel, taking care not to knock pollutants into the air inlet. Service Life Injen/AMSOIL Ea Air Filters is guaranteed for four years or 100,000 miles, depending on what happens first. The warranty applies only
if the filter is serviced in accordance with the injen/AMSOIL recommendations. In off-road conditions, often in dusty or other durable applications clean and change more frequently, as operating conditions or as specified in the limit gauge. K&amp;N 71-2582 Blackhawk Series air inlet inlet 18953 K &amp;amp; 17.00 K
&amp; N 71-2582 Blackhawk Series Air Intake System $344.99 KandN 71-2582 Blackhawk Series air intake system for your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke adds a special look under the hood of your truck. Black powder coated inlet tube with welded KandN engraved plate. Each KandN Blackhawk air intake comes
with a reusable KandN Dryflow Air Filter for excellent airflow and engine protection. Guaranteed to add horsepower, KandN's Blackhawk air intake system is easy to install and produce killer engine sound. KandN Blackhawk Air Intake System Includes Million Mile Limited Warranty.Features: Approximate HP Gain: 13.76
HP @ 2200 RPMKiller Engine SoundEasy to InstallBlack Powder Coated Metal TubeBlack Dryflow Air FilterNo Oil - Easy CleanKandN Million Mile Limited WarrantyCARB Approved only for the following models: 2011-2014 Ford F -250/350/450/550 6.7L Powerstroke2015 d F-250/350 6.7L Powerstroke K&amp;N
AirCharger Intake System 63-2582 14723 18.00 K &amp; N AirCharger intake system 63-2582 $379.99 KandN 63-2582 AirCharger intake system for your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke will increase the power, flow and performance of your truck. The KandN 63 Series AirCharger air intake system is guaranteed to
increase horsepower and comes with a Million Mile Limited Warranty. The KandN air intake system replace your vehicle's limiting factory air filter and air intake housing. KandN intakes are designed to significantly reduce intake limits because they smooth and straighten the air flow. This allows your vehicle engine to
inhale more air than the OEM air filter kit. More air means more usable power and acceleration throughout the engine's RPM range. Filters on these kits are washable and reusable. Most of our intake kits are relatively easy to install using the tools normally available. The 63 Series Dose is street legal in most countries.
They are not legally used in California and other states when adopting California's emissions standards. Part 63-2582 Product specifications Product style: 63 Series Aircharger Sets 632582 Approximate Horsepower Increase: 11.92 HP @ 2700 RPM Replacement Filter: RC-5282 Street Legal In All U.S. States: No
Clamp Style: Regular Intake Tube Color/Finish: Black S&amp;amp; FilterS B 75-5104 Cold air intake (Clean filter) 33376 16,00 S &amp;amp; B filters 75-5104 Cold Air Intake (Clean filter) $329 SandB filters 75-5104 Cold air intake with clean air filter gives your 2011-2016 Ford 6.7L Powerstroke up to 36.98% air flow
improvement over the stock intake system. The SandB intake system is designed as a bolt replacement and offers a modified air box that ensures perfect fit and finish, as well as serious airflow benefits. All New Airbox Design Completely Redesigned from Original SandB Filters 6.7L Intake for Amazing airflow, which is
quick and easy to install. The large air filter can be easily installed and removed without removing the inlet pipe. Two airflow configurations 75-5104 are two two configurations depending on your needs. Using the included silicone box stopper, the air box will be sealed, making the front inlet the primary air source. Added
Engine Protection Added an additional intake features a foam piece to help protect your engine if the main intake becomes blocked Innovative Fitment Intake tube passes through the silicone tube seal on the airbox, which compensates for engine movement while providing effective sealing against engine heat. Better fit
and Finish Fast and easy to install, our upgraded kit for 2011-2016 Ford Powerstroke 6.7 uses our latest materials and designs that flow better and protect your engine. Features: CARB EO #D-590-13 Cleanable and Reusable Filter Improves Airflow Over Stock By 36.98% 99.26% Efficient @ CFM 580 (ISO Coarse Dust)
Dust)
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